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Poses currently this Play The Slav By James Vigus as one of your book collection! Yet, it is not in your cabinet collections. Why? This is the book Play The Slav By James Vigus that is provided in soft documents. You could download and install the soft file of this magnificent book Play The Slav By James Vigus now and in the link given. Yeah, various with the other individuals that seek book Play The Slav By James Vigus outside, you could get easier to position this book. When some people still stroll right into the establishment and also look the book Play The Slav By James Vigus, you are below only remain on your seat and also obtain the book Play The Slav By James Vigus.



Review ‘The Pirc in Black and White is, without any doubt, the best book on the Pirc ever written.' Award-winning author Jeremy Silman reviewing James Vigus' first book, The Pirc in Black and White. ‘If you play the Pirc or are thinking about it you will want to have it.' International Master John Donaldson reviewing The Pirc in Black and White. ‘All in all a great effort and wonderful book.' Bill McGeary reviewing The Pirc in Black and White for Chessville.com. From the Back Cover The Slav has a well-deserved reputation as one of Black's strongest answers to 1 d4. It is hugely respected by the top Grandmasters, and it's no coincidence that it has been used by almost all the World Champions in chess history. Put simply, the Slav is a classy opening, one which combines reliability with the promise of dynamic counterplay. In this book, opening expert James Vigus examines the Slav in detail and presents a comprehensive and trustworthy repertoire for Black. Drawing upon his playing experiences and years of study in this opening, Vigus outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to watch out for, as well as crucial practical issues such as move orders. This book will provide you with enough knowledge and skill to play the Slav with confidence in your own games. *Presents answers to all of White's options *Covers typical plans for both sides *Written by a Slav specialist About the Author Dr James Vigus is a FIDE Master and former British Junior Champion. He's a regular book reviewer and contributor to British Chess Magazine.
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Why must choose the inconvenience one if there is very easy? Obtain the profit by buying guide Play The Slav By James Vigus right here. You will get different method making an offer as well as obtain guide Play The Slav By James Vigus As recognized, nowadays. Soft file of the books Play The Slav By James Vigus become very popular amongst the viewers. Are you among them? And also below, we are supplying you the extra compilation of ours, the Play The Slav By James Vigus. Also the rate of a book Play The Slav By James Vigus is so budget friendly; numerous people are actually stingy to reserve their cash to acquire the books. The other reasons are that they feel bad and also have no time to head to the e-book establishment to search guide Play The Slav By James Vigus to check out. Well, this is modern-day age; so lots of e-books can be obtained conveniently. As this Play The Slav By James Vigus as well as more books, they could be obtained in extremely fast ways. You will not require to go outdoors to get this publication Play The Slav By James Vigus By seeing this web page, you have done the appropriate staring point. This is your start to choose guide Play The Slav By James Vigus that you want. There are great deals of referred books to review. When you intend to get this Play The Slav By James Vigus as your book reading, you could click the web link page to download Play The Slav By James Vigus In couple of time, you have owned your referred e-books as yours.
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The Slav has a well-deserved reputation as one of Black's strongest answers to 1 d4, and it's no coincidence that it has been used by almost all the World Champions in chess history. Put simply, the Slav is a classy opening, one which combines reliability with the promise of dynamic counterplay. In this book, James Vigus presents a comprehensive and trustworthy repertoire for Black. He outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to watch out for. This book will provide you with enough knowledge and skill to play the Slav with confidence in your own games. * Presents answers to all of White's options * Covers typical plans for both sides * Written by a Slav specialist ● ● ● ●
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Review ‘The Pirc in Black and White is, without any doubt, the best book on the Pirc ever written.' Award-winning author Jeremy Silman reviewing James Vigus' first book, The Pirc in Black and White. ‘If you play the Pirc or are thinking about it you will want to have it.' International Master John Donaldson reviewing The Pirc in Black and White. ‘All in all a great effort and wonderful book.' Bill McGeary reviewing The Pirc in Black and White for Chessville.com. From the Back Cover The Slav has a well-deserved reputation as one of Black's strongest answers to 1 d4. It is hugely respected by the top Grandmasters, and it's no coincidence that it has been used by almost all the World Champions in chess history. Put simply, the Slav is a classy opening, one which combines reliability with the promise of dynamic counterplay. In this book, opening expert James Vigus examines the Slav in detail and presents a comprehensive and trustworthy repertoire for Black. Drawing upon his playing experiences and years of study in this opening, Vigus outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to watch out for, as well as crucial practical issues such as move orders. This book will provide you with enough knowledge and skill to play the Slav with confidence in your own games. *Presents answers to all of White's options *Covers typical plans for both sides *Written by a Slav specialist



About the Author Dr James Vigus is a FIDE Master and former British Junior Champion. He's a regular book reviewer and contributor to British Chess Magazine. Most helpful customer reviews 24 of 24 people found the following review helpful. Great Slav repertoire book By Wang, Chao-Hong This is a very good book on the popular Slav defence. Plenty of detail, yet still very user friendly; even if you've never played the Slav before the excellent 30 page intro will get you up to speed very quickly. Vigus has picked a repertoire that offers some good counterattacking possibilities, while still being practical and easy to learn rapidly. Obviously, the focus is on meeting standard 1.d4 openings, but he does give some brief tips on facing other sidelines. The Slav, like the Dutch or QGD can be used against any non-1.e4 opening. Some examples: In the mainline 6.Ne5 he suggests 7...Nb6 which is not well covered elsewhere. 4.e3 he picks Bg4. 3.Nc3 he goes for dxc4. And he also has an interesting idea about how to face the exchange. While Vigus explains his choices well, he usually provides an alternative line (briefly) so you are not forced to follow his preferred repertoire. If the above moves don't make any sense, don't worry it's all made very clear in the 11 chapters + intro. The book is 224 pages long with a useful index of variations at the back. I had been interested in the Slav for a long time, but didn't know where to begin in creating a solid but easy repertoire. Well, James Vigus has done all the hard work for me! The Slav is more solid than the Dutch IZ and more counterattacking than the QGD. Also, white can't avoid it like they can the Nimzo, Benoni & Benko. I find that the Slav tends to dovetail well with players of the Caro-Kann, Scandinavian or French. 15 of 15 people found the following review helpful. A Good, Solid Opening Book By SJA I recently decided to make the switch from the Nimzo/QID as Black vs. d4 to the Slav. I didn't really know where to start, and as an e4 player, I didn't have a lot of familiarity with the Slav - from either the Black or the White side. This book was a godsend. Vigus has done all the "heavy lifting" here and has produced an opening book that makes it easy to familiarize yourself with the salient points of the Slav, and to create your own repertoire (or just borrow Vigus'...). Get this book and Cox' "Dealing with d4 Deviations" book and you will be ready as black for ANYTHING 1.d4 can throw at you.



Definitely recommended. 7 of 7 people found the following review helpful. Best Book on the Slav By Carolina Chess James Vigus's book "Play the Slav" is an important upgrade in existing literature on the Slav defence. Until now the best introductions to the Slav were "The Slav vs 1 d4" by Silman and Donaldson, "Winning With the Slav" by Markov and Schipkov, and "The Slav" by Sadler. These are still useful albeit dated, and the later two are somewhat more comprehensive than Vigus's repetoire book (Silman and Donaldson is also a repetoire book), but Vigus has left them all far behind. If you buy one book on the Slav, this is it. Supplemented by Burgess's "The Slav", the classic and very comprehensive theory book by Graham Burgess, this is all one needs today. Vigus's 34 page "Introduction" is alone worth the price. This is the best introduction and study of the Slav ever written in English. Through the study of about one dozen carefully selected games he covers the main strategic themes of the Slav: (1) Black's light square bishop, (2) the restraint pawn structure (c6/e6 vs d4/e3), (3) Black's doubled f-pawns, (4) Black's c6-c5 break, (5) Black's e6-e5 break, (6) the open centre, (7) Black's isolated e-pawn, (8) White's d5 break, (9) e5 vs e6 with open d and c files (which Vigus calls "Argentinean structures), (10) in the spirit of Chigorin(Black's Bg4 and Bb4 ideas to exchange bishop for knight), and, lastly, (11) Symmetry. A day or two with this very well presented material, and you can begin to play the Slav and generate ideas straightaway. Vigus's repetoire choices won't please everyone. For example, he disdains the highly topical and very sharp 6 Ne5 Nbd7 7 Nxc4 Qc7 !? for what he names "The Sokolov Defence" with 7...Nb6. He provides a more or less convincing arguement by means of thorough analysis, and a smattering of TN. The explanations are clear, and the analysis by and large quite good. One cannot always agree with his evaluations, but Vigus gives us plenty to work with. Also, his unorthodox treatment of the Exchange Variation, with 1 d4 d5 2 c4 c6 3 cxd5 cxd5 4 Nf3 Nf6 5 Nc3 Nc6 6 Bf4 answered by the rare 6...Nh5, which Vigus names "The Russian Counterattack" will not be to everyone's taste, but it serves to liven up what can be the one boring reason not to play the Slav. Vigus treatment of the classic Dutch variation and the Tolush-Geller gambit (5 e4) are more traditional, but thorough and instructive. Vigus's writing is solid and enjoyable. His explanations lucid. The index and bibliography are a plus. He uses a number of complete (and near complete) games in the text, without adopting the often tiresome illustrative games approach of many opening books. Even though this is a repetoire book, it gives a broad and good overview by which one may learn the Slav. The binding is weak, typical of Everyman publishing, and after a year of use some of my pages and leafs are falling out. Recommended for players rated between about 1500 and 2200. Lower rated players will gain more from the introduction than from the rest of the book. There are some interesting ideas here for masters, as well, although they are scattered about in the analysis. See all 7 customer reviews...
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As a result of this publication Play The Slav By James Vigus is marketed by online, it will ease you not to publish it. you could get the soft file of this Play The Slav By James Vigus to conserve in your computer, gadget, and also a lot more devices. It relies on your readiness where as well as where you will check out Play The Slav By James Vigus One that you should consistently keep in mind is that reading e-book Play The Slav By James Vigus will certainly never finish. You will certainly have going to review other publication after completing a book, and it's continually. Review ‘The Pirc in Black and White is, without any doubt, the best book on the Pirc ever written.' Award-winning author Jeremy Silman reviewing James Vigus' first book, The Pirc in Black and White. ‘If you play the Pirc or are thinking about it you will want to have it.' International Master John Donaldson reviewing The Pirc in Black and White. ‘All in all a great effort and wonderful book.' Bill McGeary reviewing The Pirc in Black and White for Chessville.com. From the Back Cover The Slav has a well-deserved reputation as one of Black's strongest answers to 1 d4. It is hugely respected by the top Grandmasters, and it's no coincidence that it has been used by almost all the World Champions in chess history. Put simply, the Slav is a classy opening, one which combines reliability with the promise of dynamic counterplay. In this book, opening expert James Vigus examines the Slav in detail and presents a comprehensive and trustworthy repertoire for Black. Drawing upon his playing experiences and years of study in this opening, Vigus outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to watch out for, as well as crucial practical issues such as move orders. This book will provide you with enough knowledge and skill to play the Slav with confidence in your own games. *Presents answers to all of White's options *Covers typical plans for both sides *Written by a Slav specialist About the Author Dr James Vigus is a FIDE Master and former British Junior Champion. He's a regular book reviewer and contributor to British Chess Magazine. Poses currently this Play The Slav By James Vigus as one of your book collection! Yet, it is not in your cabinet collections. Why? This is the book Play The Slav By James Vigus that is provided in soft documents. You could download and install the soft file of this magnificent book Play The Slav By James Vigus now and in the link given. Yeah, various with the other individuals that seek book Play The Slav By James Vigus outside, you could get easier to position this book. When some people still stroll right into the establishment and also look the book Play The Slav By James Vigus, you are below only remain on your seat and also obtain the book Play The Slav By James Vigus.
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Award-winning author Jeremy Silman reviewing James Vigus' first book, The Pirc in Black and. White. 'If you play the Pirc or are thinking about it you will want to have it.' International Master John Donaldson reviewing The Pirc in Black and White. 'All in all a great effort and wonderful book.' Bill McGeary reviewing The Pirc ... 
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